Burn Mtg

Meeting called 11:33

1. Recognize 1st time partic.
   Warburg, Makhud.

2. Approve Minutes
   Hibbard, VanNieuwalc
   Vote: unan.

2.5 Handled out ballots, call for nom from floor, none.

3. Treas.

4. Gov.
   Go to MAA website - NEXT
   ACCESS
   PMET

5. Elgin - Chair-Elect
   Wendy - Sec/Treas.

   Ron Sm.
   J.F.
   50 - James Jakober
   F.T. - Anne Don

7. Teaching Award. Keith Strojan
   J ff read info.

   Changes
   Hibbard went over w/ Section
   Move to Bylaw Ann J Freeman
   Moderator change - unan.

Scott Searcy - move that current officers serve an extra year
   2nd Mainah - change - unan.
- Student Chair Coord. is available
  3-4 chapters liaison brown note & section

- Pull Info off. are only newly Info Officer

- Midwest Undergrad Math Symp.
  Murphy Wagner
  NSF/MAA grant w/Simpson & Programming for
  Undergrads
  10+ student
  1+ faculty on undergrad prog.

  Next year - talk about IMC
  - REUS

  Send representatives to start thinking about grad school

- Am Math Comp (Hilliard)
  Form to offer help grade, etc.
  Write,
  UF - next mtg to get section more involved
  Share ideas with him

- Timing Section, Simp. HMC Consec. weekends
  Ruth - poll, move to full 8
  Feb. more
  Central location
  Reg. location
  Keep Sep - faculty don't come, leave ASAP after So Far, leave list.

  Modeling - early 1st weekend

  - email, submit electronically? as fall back plan
  - op - have someone give a talk
  Need clear value in going someplace
Nov ok? avoid Prov Comp
NCSWM (Lincoln)
3 regents spaces.

JH - move Section Mtg to Fall
students give REU talks from summer research
job talks

straw poll = Fall
Spring

Bylaw change - "say be an mtg " take out Spring"
at least one early mtg

- gen announcements
  Cal - natl mtg Atlanta Andy
  "we do math" brochure +
  Careers.
  recent grads doing something unique in math major

Biffard - 145 exhibits
March - section next at lunch
Central Market
pre-reg

JH: Thank All for work on website
pre-reg.
Midwest Undergraduate Mathematics Symposium
Funded by MAA/NSF (Simpson College)
scheduled for Saturday 9th April 2005 (not Saturday)

Happy to be able to visit in Mathematics

Remember the April Easter races吗?

Symposium for Undergraduates
programs directed specifically for them
and to give them a comfortable place to present and celebrate
their work

And to provide all undergrads
and to provide an opportunity
to spend a day in a large mathematics
community that welcomes undergrads friendly

What do you do now?
What can you do with math

Peter for

10 student talks
1 faculty talks - solicit talks about undergrad programs
3 grad programs at ISU will have representatives there
Encourage other grad programs to send reps -- great opportunity to recruit for grad programs 1st day

www.simpson.edu/math/beyond/mums2005.html